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CHAP 'l'ER IV 
' 

Synthetic a Priori 
1
and the Third 'Crit~que• 

Kant's third •critique', the g,gtis~~udg'E.~t is not a 

mere appendage. lt pt.:;:' .. ctorms 1 so Kant believ~s 1 e.ne 

important func tlqn of linJcing the other two 1 critiques 1 and 

it : _)nstitutes a part of the critical philosophy underta.l . .;n 

in the first and the :3econd • c,ri t.Lgues 1
• '

1 ~·urther 1 if the 
,, 

power or faculty o£ judgment 1·s rel ated 11 
1 writes F. Copleston, 

11 in rt::gard to i~s a p.do:d. pr~uciplt:!S, to feeling in a 

manner anal·-X,JOUS t::J the ways ~n <,..rhich understanding is 

related to cc._·nition a.nd reason (in its practical employment) 

to desire, we can see that the ,Sri tigu~-~_2'UdSll]ent forms a 
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necessary part of the critical philosophy, and not simply 

an appendage which might or might'not be there 111 • Kant 

admit's of three pa.r:,-t;icular cognitive faculties, viz, under-
~ 

standing, judgment and reason; and he believes that each of 
.• I 

them is connected with a different mental pOWer or fa~ulty. 

'l'he first 'critique' shows that there are a p.X::iC?ri principles 

of the understandin<;;~, which makes knowledge of :=>bjects 

possible. In the second 'critique' Kant holds that reason, 

too, has an a priori principle which legislates for desire. 

.In the same way, in the third 'critique• Kant asserts tLat .. 

l:he faculty of judgment gives a priori rules.to feeling. As 

a pa~t of the critical philosophy the third •critique• is 

concerned wi tp the general critical question .1 How syn·~uetic 

a priori judgments .are poskible ·? 
• 

But this time. the question. 

is r·aised not with reference· co the world of freedcnJ but with 

reference to .. the dc:main of reflective judgment, i .. e., the 

purposive and the beautifu~ products qf nature .ilnd art. 

11 '.L'he objects of the teleological and the aesthetic judgment, 

the purposive and the· i.:>eautiful products of natu.ce and art, 

constitute the desir£~d immediate field· between nature and 

:En·.,:!dom : and here aqain the .critical question comes up, how, 

j_n relation to these, synthet.t'c judgments a priori 

possi:Ole ? 112 I ' 

·1huugh. the same cr ltical question is raised in the 

third 'criLlque • .JlS~), the rne.aninCJ o:t the expression, 

,1· 
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• synthetic a priori 1 changes with the change of domain •. , In 

the Critis.ue of Pu£:~~~ the synthetic a priori judgments 
0 

are such that. they make knowledge of objects, possible. 'l'hey 

sta~~ conditions Of the possibility Of exper~ence itself. 

·'l'hese judgments are constitutive. In the second •critique• 

the synthetic a priori judgments do not stand for conditions 

of the possibilitv of experience nor do they mean qonditions 

Of the determination of what should be done. 'Ihey cane to 

stand for those judgments which state the conditions o.r: the .. 

determination of what we should not do. 'lhese synthetic a 

p.z:iori judgments are regulative. In the third critique the 

expression •synthetic a priori• assumes a third sense,· i.e., 

a sense which is not e~acJly similar: to the sens.e eit,her of. 
' . I I . " 

the first ~critique' or of 'the second •critique•. 

Though·the synthetic a priori judgments of the first 

two •critiques• have each a different· connotation, in one 
I 

important sense they belong to the sam~ category. 'Ihese 

judg~ents are, according to Kant•s division of the term 

'I 
• judgment •, determinant. 1 The faculty of judgment __ in 

in'genera1• 3 , Kant ·holds 'is the power of thinking the 
... 

particular as being containe<l.! in ·the universal'. 'lhe 

subsumption of
1
the particulaf _under the:universal may 

assume two _forms, and accordingly we.haye two kinds o~ 

judgment, 'viz~ determinant ar;1d reflective ·judgments. In 

judgment of ·che first kind we subsume the particular under 
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a determinate conc•3pt or rule supplied by the understanding 

or the pure reason. .l.3ut the reflect! ve judgment is 

independent of any determinate concept or law. Here the law 

or ~oncept is not given, it is to be discovered. • If the 

universal (t1le rule, the principle, the la\v) is given, then 

the ~aculty of juagment which subsumes the particular under 

it is determinant, this being true also when the faculty as 

a transcendental faculty of judgment gives a priori the 

conditions under which alone the particular can be subsumed 

under the universal~. But if only the particular is given, 

for which the faculty of judgment is to find the univ~~sal, 

then judgment is merely retlective• 4 • 'l'hus the reflective 

judgment is not simply a case of subsumption. It has to find 

the universal, as Kant puts. it, under which the partl(.;ulars 

can be subsmned. 'rhus thbugh the urU versal law of causation 

is given a priori by the Ul!',k!.r·standing, the special empirical 

laws under which the particulars are t.o be subsumed are not 

so given, for they are not deducible from the universal law 

of causation; nor are they given a posteriori, as objects of 

experience. 'lhey a.t . ..: to .be discovered. A.s the factor of 

being dependent or. being independent of any_ determinate 

cn:1cept or law plays a role 'in the characterisation of the 

logical status of a. judyment and as the third •critique 1 is 

concerned with the reflective jud.gznen ts, it is not unlikely . 

that the logical character OJ.· the synthet'ic a priori judgments 

of the third 1 cri·tique 1 will be different from that of the 

first or the second 1 critique 1 • 
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Reflective judgment which ascends frQn the particu.lar 

in nature to the u~~versal needs a principle of its own. 

" ·rhis principle is not supplied by the unders.tanding. Under-

standing supplies the most general a priori principles to. 

which any Object of experience must conform. ·From these 

principles we can not deduce the speC:ial empiri.·:::al laws of 

nature. For the •.liscove~y of these spe~ial empirical laws, 

or for the subsumption of one empirical law under a more 

general one, i.e., for constructing a system of inter 

related laws reflect:ive judgment depends, Kant holds, on 

t~e principle that •nature its.elf ~s systematic • 1 that an 

unlimited diversity of empirical laws does not belong to 

I ' nature, that, instead 1 nature is fitted for expc.cience as 

an empirical system•. 

lt is a principle which is implicit in all scientific 

enquiries. But since it is rH..lt a priLlCil,Jle o:t the under-

standing, its validity is essentially different from the 

categories and the principles of the understanding. 

'
1
••• the faculty of judgment demands this systematj .r:.! 

unity of nature on m,;~rely subjective grounds. It expects . . . 
I • 

that nature will meet its demands. The faculty o£ judgment 

presuppo::tes that it v...-ill succ\...~ d in connecting the particular, 

laws of nature with €:~ach other so as to be able to arrange 
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them in a system: It fbllows that the faculty of judgm~nt 
•,6· 

I 

is not entitled to assume the objective existence of such 

1 aws or of such a system.· It can do no more than apply its 

principle as a. principle of enquiry into nature. Since there 

are n.o 1 aws given to judgment, all that judgment can do is 

to look for s~ch laws in experience. When i~ finds them 

t;here, it must seem as if nature had adapted litself to the 

faculty of judgment and its subjective principles. 'rhus the 

principle of judgment is of an entirely different kind from 

the objective principles of the understanding which are 

necessary conditions of experience as such. It is a 

subjectively necessary principle, a necessary maxim of 

scientific enquiry 115 • 

. This principle of reflection i·s different from the 

principle that 1 every event inust have a cause 1 • It is not ;1. 
I . .. 

syn·the')::ic a priori judgment in the. sense in whic1'1 the 

principle of universal causationis.Let us see how far'we can 

characterise. it as 1 syntbetic a priori'~ 

'Ehe judgment that • nature itself is systematic 1 is a 

synthetic judgment. Jt is synthetic in the sense that the 

negat·ion of it does not invol-.te us in any se~f-contradiction. 

It claims also ~o be a priori.. It may claim to be a priori 

in the sense of not beiu(j empirical. ·rhough it is in a L·eal 

sense empirically' ve.x:·ifit:.id, it i~ 'not in it.self the .result 

of observation. This principl~: is, rather, the 
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presupposition of all empirical investigation of objects 

of nature. But it is not a priori in exactly the sense in 

which the judgment ·•every event must have a cause• is. 

'rhis 'universal lav.1 .Jf causation is objectively valid; it is a 
.. 

constitutive principle, it is a priori in the sense that it 

is the very condition for there being any object at all. 

'fue principle of reflective judgment, •nature· itself 

is systematic' is, on the other hand,· subjective. To make 

this point clear 1-~-.:.nt calls it a ''technic of nature". It 

does not furnish "knowledge of objects and their nature.". 

It does not attribute anytl.·lng at all to the object, but 

only concerns our mode of reflection on it. Kant holds that 

this'principle 11 only represents the unique mode in whi\-h we 

must proceed in our reflecfion upon ~he objects of nature 

••• and so is a subjective principle, ·i.e., a"maxim of 

judgment 11 .. 'fuis principle is not a constitutive principle, 

without which any experience would be impossible, but a 
. . . 

regulative principle, which motivates the search for a system 

among the concepts of experience. The supreme principle of 

morality, the Categorical Imperative, which has been 

recognised by Kaht as a synthetic a priori judgment in the 

SeCOnd I Critiqu
1

e 1 
1 iS also regulative. 

• 
But there is an 

important distinction between' these two regulative principles~ 

The categorical imperative has~ Kant asserts, objective 

validity. It does not express subjective feeling of approval 
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or dis approval. Its validity can be-demonstrated. But the 

principle of reflective judgment, 'Nature itself is 

systematic •, being independent of all c~ncepts can not be 

demonstrated to be valid.· It is subjectively valid, it 

concerns only our mode of reflection. 

But thou~h thi::; principle is not consti·-'-ltive in the 

sense of being a condition of the possibility of experience, 

it is the condition of the possibility of a sys·tem of such 

experiences. 'Ihe possibility of undertaking an investigation 

for bringing the distinct experiences or the individual 

empirical laws into a unified whole or system presupposes 

that nature itself is systematic. In this sense it is .} 

priori. According to Kant,' H.W.Cassirer writes, 11 Experience 

depends upon two a priori presuppositions : (a) that nature 

is detr:rmined by universal laws and (b) that the empir :. ::::al 

'LaviS ::>f nature are in·telligible to tHe human mind 116
• 

We have objective grounu~ to accept the first presuppo

sition and this is shown by Kant when h·e establishes the 

~~ -•~e-~::'-2t:l..• 'l'he se·~ond pre~upposition is a 11 subjectively. 

necessary transcendental presupposition 11 becaus;...:' it is 

accepted not on the basi:~ of •objective reasons but simply on 

tl· · cJround tha·t experience would J::>e impossible without i.'~. 

.. 
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presupposition that this unlimited diversity of empirical 

laws and heterogeneity of natural forms, of which otherwise 

we might be afraid, actually does not occur in nature. We 

must presuppose, on the contrary, that nature, through :.he 

affinity of partict:Lar la\•JS, r;.rovides itself with the .. 
qualities necessary for it to become experience as an 

empir.i:cal system 117 • 

Thus the principle of reflective judgment is synthetic 

a priori in the sense of being a condition not of the 

constitution of objects themselves, but of the systematic 

study of these objects, already cons·tituted by the principles .. 

of the understanding~ . 'lhi.:i sense of 1 synthetic a priori • is 

definitely not exactly similar to the sense in which this 

express ion has been used in the first or in the second · 

• critique 1 • ·lhe synthetic 1 a priori jttdgment that • natur~ 

itself' is systematic' states .neither a conditioon of the 

possibility of experi.ence nor does it state a condition of 

the determination of what should be avoided. It attributes a 

new sense to the expression • synthetic a priori •, .but this 

sense is not complete\ y new. 'lll.e synthetic a priori 

judgmBnts of all the three •c~~tiques• are ulike in respect 

of lJeing oL- sta~ing a • condi tj.on • of something, but they 

dii.L1:!r ·in being conditions of • different things 1• In the 
. . 

first 1 critique 1 it states a condition of ~the possibility 

of experience 1 , in the second '. ~:ritique 1 of 1 the determination 

of what shau:ld not be done 1 , and in the third • critique 1 of 
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'the establi'.shment of the relations among the experi~nces'. 

,, L- III J 

H.W.Cassirer holds that in the 2£l~~-~-~~ent 

'Kant goes on to distinguish two kinds of reflective 

judgment, viz, aest.hetic judgments of reflection and 

~eleological judgments of reflection'. ·rhe~\.: two kinds of 

refleqtive judgments, Cassirer asserts~ 'are only subjectively 

valid in so far as they can not determine their objects as 

such but only in relation to the human mind• 8 . 

Like the occt.:_:-ence of the pair of terms • synthetic 

analytic' or 'a priori-aposteriori • the occurence of another 

pair of terms •subjective-objective• is very much frequent 

in Kant's philosophy. It is possible to give more than one 

interpretations to any term of the:~e pairs. 'lhe terms 

'subjective• and •objective•, for example, admit of at lea.s',, . I • 
three .different interpretations; und what is s;ubjective .1:1 

one interpretation may be called •objective' judged by a 

different in-terpretation. 1 A judgment is ~ubjective if no 

unj.versality or necessity coo be attributed to ·it, if for 
" 

its validity it depends entir~ly on the state of mind of an 
I 

individual subject. 
• 

A judgment is objective if 'some such 

universality or validity can be attached to it • 9 • Judged 

by· this criterion a reflective judgment 11 'fuis picture is· 
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beautiful 11 is objective or it has •:'.")jective validity. oUt 

• 
it is subjective in ~e sense that it refars to the knO\iing 

subject and not to natural objects; or in the sense that it 

is independent of all determinate concepts. Kant calls an 

·aesthetic judgment subjective in' both these t\.YO sense::: .. 

In what. follO\.YS we shall take up a par::icular form of. 

reflective judgmel:li: and see whether we can sustain the 

conclusion that in the third 'critique' a judgment is 

•synthetic a priori• in yet a different sense. We shall 

confine our discussion to aesthetic judgments only. This is 

because of two reasons. First, here we have a limited 

purpose of showing that in the third lcritiqua• a different 

sense, which is not present either in the first or in the 

second •critique•, is attached to the expression •synthetic 

a priori•, and for this limited purpose inclusion of the 

second form of reflective judgment ~ithin the purview of our 
! . 

discussion is not indispen~able. · Seccnd, of "the two forms 

.. 

of reflective judgment, aesthetic jud~nents nare more closely 

connected with the faculty of judgement than teleological 

judgments"10 in so far as they do not make us~ of any concepts 

and thus obviously can not derive their principles fran any 

other faculty of the mind than judgment. 
I 
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There is a clear distinction between two modes of 

speaking and we use both these forms. We s.ay, on the one 

hand, that 'this stone seems to me to be heavy• or that 'I 

believe this stone to be heavy• and, an the other, that 

'this stone is heavy•, we say that. 'impartiality is desirable' 

and tl;lat • being impartial is a duty• • It is the claim of 

•universality• (Qr a • referance to others • on wh:Lch the above 

distinctions are dependent. 

same is the case with judgments of aesthetic taste. 

Some merely s·tate private likes and d.:Lslikes, and others in 

addition to this, .~~ claim to universal validity. · SOme times 

we say 'I like this.statue• i.e., the statue seems to be 

beautiful to. me. . " Again, we_say that 'the statue is beautiful'. 

'!he latter claims that any body who judges the statue 

diffe~ently is, in sane sense, wrong. It is this latter form 

of aesthetic .Judgments, called by Kant judgments of taste, 
' ' . i 

'which will be discussed below with the aim of finding out the . . 
sense in which a judgment of taste is synthetic a priori. 

h. .. . . 
Kant anci..lyses an aesthetfo judgment or a judgment of 

' . 
taste from four·, different standpoints, or, as he calls them, 

•moments •, which he cl.aims to correspond to four different 

logical forms of judt;}ment - ~ality, quantity, relation and 

modality. Each moment constitutes a partial definition of 

• beautiful'. 
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In the opinion of F.Copleston, however, these four 

moments have been •rather oddly perhaps• correlated with the 

fo.1r logical fo.dns of judgment. 11 I say • rather oddly 
..... \ 

perhaps •, because the judgment of taste is not itself a 

logical judgment, ·even though, according to Kant, it involves 

a reference or relation to the understanding"11 • 

(1) From the .st;andpoint of quality beautiful is that 
Q 

which is the object of an •entirely disinterested• 12 

satis~action or dissatisfaction. An aesthetic judgment or a 

judgment of taste implies that the object which is.called 

beautiful causes satisfaction without. depending· an any desire 

or appetite of tht:. subject who judges. ·In this respect a 

judgment of taste is different from a judgment about the 

pleasant or the good. Botl"~ in case of the pleasant and the 

good we have feelings of pleasure. But we call something 

to be pleasant, for example, becau~e we are interested in its 

existence, because we like to have it. 

it is to be noted here· that by using the.expression 

• entirely disinterested' Kant does not .want to mean that an 

aesthetic judgment can not o~ that it o.lght not to be accom

panied by any interest. What he really wants to mean is that 

an interest is 1never .the det6rminin'iJ ground of a judgment of 

taste. 11 In society men certainly have an interest in 

communicating the pleasure which they feel in aesthetic 

.. 
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experience.. And Kant calls this an empirical interest in the 

beautiful. But interest, though it may accompany or be 

combined with the judgment of taste, is not its determining 

ground. Considered in itself, the j':ldgment is disinterested1113 • 

,I 

(2) From the standpoint of relation beauty is the form 

of· the purposiveness of an object, without any representation 

of a purpose. In a pure judgment of taste, says Kant, there 

is ~ awareness of finality, \'lithout the concept of an end which 

is achieved itt the clbject, called beautiful.. In making the 

aesthetic judgment.'the flower is beautiful•, we do not 

conceive of any purpose which is achieved in the flower. 

On the other hand, if in judging a particular building as 

beautiful, we represent to ourselves a purpose which is 

achieved and perfectly embodied in the building, we miss 

a pure judgment of taste. 11 'Ihere can, of course, be a ccncept . .. 
of purpose, which accompanies the experience of beauty. But 

Kant will not allow ·that a judgment of taste is 1 Pu.re• if it 
. . 

presupposes a concept of a purpose. He distinguishes 

between what he calls 'free• and 'adherent• beauty. If we 
I . 

judge that a flower is beau-t::iful, ·\te have, most probably,· 

no concept of a purpose which~.is aohievE':Id in the fl·c:Nar. The 

beauty of the l.atter is then said to be free; and our judgment 
I • 

of taste is said to .be pure 11 •
14 

(3) According to·quantity, beautiful is 'that which 

pleases universally, without a cancept• 15 • 
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pleases without any reference to int~rests or private 

inclinations. If my j"~~.dgment that 'the statue is beautiful' 

is entirely disinterested, i.e., independent of my private. 

inclinations and idyosyncrasies, then I will have reason to 

believe that the beautiful object 'will produce a similar 

feeling ofipleasure in all others who face it, and hence others 
0 

will judge it to be beautiful, too. A judgment of taste is 
; 

universal. In respeot to this feature of universality a 

judgment of taste is different from a judgment concerning 

the plea~ant. When I say that 'hot-b~th is pleasant•, I 

recognise the poss~bility that others rna~ find it unpleasant. 

I take the latter judgment that 'hot-bath is unpleasant• to 

be quite consistent with my judgment that 'hot-bath is · 

pleasant •. This is because I am conscious that m.y judgment 

co~ce~ning the pleasant is dependen~ on my peculiar 

inclinations, and inclinatic:ns may vary. · 'lhus a ju<i9ment 

about the pleasant does not' demarid universal agreement. 

But the case is quite different with the beautiful. An 
1<. . 
. ' 

aesthetic judgment involves a .:elaim to universal validity. 
. . 

It is true thatia judgment about the beautiful involves a 

subjective element like the judgment about the pleasant. I 

do not judge a statue, for example, to be beautiful unless 

I myself enjoy a feeling of satisfaction at the representation 
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of the object. This may be idiomatically expressed as 

• tasting the taste with one • s own tongue •. But this is not 

all. An aesthetic judgment of tas·te is based on my own 

feeling of pleasure, this feeling is not caused by aHything 

peculiar to me, but by something com~an to all, i.e., the 

harmonious relation between the cognitive faculties of · 

imagination and ~derstanding. It is because of this that 

when I assert that 'the statue is beautiful', I do not take 

it to be valid simply for myself but for all others. An 

aesthetic judgment. c:laims universal acceptance, and this 
c 

feature distinguishes it frcm an ordinary judgment of taste 

which· does not involve any such a claim. 

This claim of universal validity is, to some extent, 

peculiar, since the validity of it can not be demonstrated 

to others. r.,ogical proof or demonstration requires the use 

of determinate concepts, :OO.t ~1 aesthetic judgment being a .. 
variety of reflective judgment is independent of all concepts. 

In making an aesthetic judgment we refer "only to the feelings 

in eve1.·y subject. wa can not, t;herefore, make good OU.':"" claim 

to the universal validity of thCJ judgment by any process of· 

logical argurnen.t. We can o~ly persl'l.ade others to look again, 

and to look wi~h more attent~on, at the object, confident 

that in the 'end their feelings will speak for themselves and 

that they will concur with our judgment. ·When we make the 

judgment, we believe that we speak, as it were, with a 
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universal voice, and we claim the assent of others; but they 

will give this assent only on the basis of their own 

feelings, not in virtue of any concepts which we adduce"16• 

(4) Frcxn the standpoint of modality •:peautiful is that 

which without any concept is recognized as the object of a 
17 necessary satisfaction' • 

. 
In judging something to be beautiful we • assume 

agreement• on the part of eve~ybody who perceives it. This 
0 

necessity which an aesthetic judgment involves is different 

both from the theoretical objective necessity and from the 

practical necessity~ When I say that 'the statue is beautiful', 

I do not claim to know a priori that .everybody .. ..,ill agree 

with me. My know~.edge that others in fact agree with me 

depends an empirical investigation. If my aesthetic judgment 

were theoretically necessa~y, I should have that ~1owledge of 
<!> 

agreement without waiting for any further info~ation •. ~ain, 

th.is.necessity is different frcm practical necessity. 

Practical necessity originates from the concept of an 

objective law which determines ho~ we ought t9 ac:t. To 

distinguish aesthetic necessity from the other two forms of 
... 

it, mention~d above, Kant calis it • exemplary• 1 ·• that is, 
i necessity of the assent of.a!l to a judgment which is regarded 

18 as an example of a universal rule which one can not state' • 

An aesthetic judgment·, say, 'the statue is beaut-iful' claims 
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that everybody ought to describe·it as beau~iful. The 

necessary connection between the representation of the 

statue and ~he feeling of pleasure presupposes a unive~sal 

principle. · This can not be a· logical principle, for an 

aesthetic judgment i;3 a form of reflective judgment which is 

independent of any determinate concept. 

Here two points may be noted. First, the four moments 

of aesthetic judgment or the four partial definitions of 

beauty do not have the same function in the making of 

aesthetic judgments. The moments of universality and 

necessity sta~e the'goal at which the-particular aesthetic 

responses, i.e.,. th~ feelings of pleasure, aim at - the goal 

of inter-subjective validity or agreement. 'Dlis inter 

-subjective validity is different fra~ objective validity. 

Kant, of course, has not made any distinction between inter-

subjective and obj~ctive validity in the'first and the second 

'critiques •. 
.. 

The other two rnome11ts, i.e., the moments of disinterested-

ness and finality of form, oo the other hand, state the 

conditions to be fulfilled by, an aesthetic response for· 
0 

becoming intersubjectively ·valid. 

. ' 

'!he second point is that tho.1gh Kant is clear enough in 

explaining that a particular aesthetic judgment has both an 

empirical and a priori elements, he does not sta·te whether the 
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four partial definitiona of beauty are synthetic or 'analytic. 

According to Pau~ Guyer, Kant argues that 1 aesthetic 

judgment is a variety of synthetic a priori judgment, so that 

the proglem of a deduction of aesthetic judgment may, 

therefore, be considered 11part of the general P.roblem C";f 

transcendental philosophy a H.ow synthetic a priori judgments 

. possible ?
111901 Fran the expression 1 a variety of' it may be 

guessed that Kant did not use the expressicnl•synthetic a 

priori' with reference to aesthetic judgments in exactly the 

same sense in which be used it in th~ other 1 Cr.Ltiques•. 

The second point that may be guessed is that an 

aesthetic judgment makes an a priori claim, for what r~quires~ 

a deduction in a synthetic· judgment is just whatever a priori 

claim it contains. A judgment that contains an a priori 

claim is an a priori judgment. An a priori claim is made by 

an aesthetic judgment in ~he sense that it attributes 

universal and necessary val.idity to particular feelings of 

pleasure. • 

It is, however, clear.that an aesthetic judgment can 

not be synthetic a priori in the sense in which we have such 
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judgments in the first o.r in the second •critique•. In 'the 

first •critique' the judgment •every event' must have a 

cause • is an example of synthe;tic a priori judgment.· 'nlis 

judgment s~ates the condition of the possibility of o~jects 

of experience. l:n "the seconca. critique the Categorical 

Imperative, ·which is recognised by Kant as sy~thetic.a priori, 

states ·the couditiou of the determination of what should not 

be done. In both the c'ases, a synthetic a priori judgment 
. ~ ' 

states an objective condition or criterion of something. An 

aesthetic judgment, according to Kaqt, is neither a theoretical 

cognitive judgment n.or a practical cognitive judgment, ~ut a 

reflec·tive one. L:l:ke a judgment concerning the pleasant, it 
.. 

is a subjective judgment concerning the pleasant, it is a 
I 

subjec;:tive judgment ln the sense that it does not state 

anything in the object but our private feelin~s that we take 

in the object. Hence, an aesthetic judgment is. unable to 

state any objective condition or criteri·on of anything. If it 

is synthetic a priori, it must be so·in a different sense. 

"· • ,I 

~.· 

ln our at·tempt 1~0 find 6ut the meaning of tJ:le expression . . . 
• synthetic a priori 1 with reference to aesthetic judgments 

let us proceed in a clifferent way. In.s.tead of ~king the 
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meaning of the single express·icn .. • synthetie a priori • let us 

ask whether an aesthetic judgment.is 'synthetic• and.whether 

it is • a "pr~ori •. 'Dlat an aesthetic judgment is synth_etic 

is not difl:icu.l t to understand. A synthetic judgment. as 

it is explair1ed by Kant in the first •critique•. is that in 

which the predicate goes beyond the subject, or, we may say, 

in which the predicate can be denied Of the subject wit }:lout 
~· 

any contradiction. An aesthetic judgment is synthetic, for 

it is self-evident that its predicate, i.e., the pleasure 

connected with the representation.of the object, is not 

impLicit in the concept of the cibject. When we assert that 

we take pleasdre in the object, we do so 'irrespective of 

any concept •. 'Dle 'predicate also goes .beyond the intuition 

of the object judged,. Intuition enables us to know sensible 

qualities of object. But a judgment of taste joins u 

predicate to our intuition of the object sanething that has 

nothing whatever to do with the object. ••It is easy ~o see. 

that judgments of taste are synthetic judgments, for they 

go beyond the concept and even the intuition of the object 

in order to add as predicate to that intuition something 

that has no reference to kno~ledge, namely. the feeling· of 
"· 

pleasure pain .. 2o. ..·. or 

I . 
The expression •a priori• means prior to experience. 

In the first. critiquet Kant holds that a· ju<7tgment ·is a priori 

if it is logically independent of sens·e-experier·1ce. To 

.. 
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assert an a priori judgment we are not required to wait "·for 

further experience. But this is all about the manner in 

which an a priori judgment is made. An a priori judgment has. 

also an a priori content as it·s part. In the first critique, 

apart from 'giving a definition of •a priori' Kant mentions 

universality and necessity as marks of a priority. 

An aesthetic judgment may be said a priori because of 

the manner in whlch it is made. It is never made oo the 
•]\ 

basis of any inductioo from other persons• expression of 

approval. It must be 11prcnounced a priori 1121 • A judgment 

to qualify as a judgment of taste. must be made on the basis 

of one • s own feeling of pleasure. Tl'ru.s the manner in which 

it is made iso in some sense a priori. Kant holds that taste 
22 

makes a claim to "autonomy" and if the judgments of others 

are made the determining ground of cne• s own judgment of 

tastes, taste will cease to make that claim. 

Does a judgmt·.nt of taste have an a .priori ccntent, too ? 

In his analysis of the 'beautiful' from four different 

standpoints or •moments • K<¥1t has held that a judgment of 

taste is universal and necessary. It is with reference to 
"
·~· 

this. feature of univ·ersality and necessity that Kant makes 

an important distinction bett./een a j11dgment about the 

pleas~t an.d an aesthetic judgmen-t::. .But though ·according 

to Kant, a logical judgment and an aesthetic judgment are 

.. 
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different fran a judgment concerning the pleasant, an 

aesthetic judgment can not be unl. versa! and ~ecessary in the 

sense in which a logical judgment or a synthetic a priori 

judgment of· the first or the second • critique • can be.· 

In the first critique Kant identifies universality or 

necessity with objec.tive validity. But in the third critlque 

Kant shifts away•fran this identity. An aesthetic judgment 

has got only subjective validity. So the sense of its 

universality and necessity must be different. Objective 

necessity is the necessity that aqy determinate concept be 

predi~ated of a particular object. An aesthetic judgment 

refe1.·s to theosubjec:t and his ·feelings. Wher:.. we say that 

• the table is beaut·iful 1
, we are not coocerned with an 

object 'table' and we do not ascribe a property to that 

object. We are, rather, coocerned with the pleasure or pain 

which we feel when ~~ represent the object to ourselves. But 

in the logical judgment, 1 the table is round• we ascribe a 

property to an object, 'table'. An aesthetic judgment, .not 

being at all concerned with' an object, can not claim objective 

validity. Its universality end necessity must be different 
•.. 

fran that of a logical judgment, for "it does not join ·the 

predicate of be~uty to the.c~cept of• an object taken in its 

entire 'logical sphere". • Its. universality and. necessity rather 

consists in the fact that it extends th~s predicate over the 

whole sphere of judging subjects• 23 • This universality is 
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subjective. An aesthetic judgment is not universal in ·the 

sense that it claims that others actually feel the same 

pleasure which I myself feel. If it claimed that it would 

have been an empirical propositian, since'what others 
' 

actually feel can be determin~d only thrQ!~h an empirical 

investigation. It rather claims that others ought to. feel 

the same pleasure or ought t'o agree with me. •ought' remains 

unaffected even if no body actually agrees with me, .and this 

ought can be determined only .with rt=;>ference to an a priori 

principle. Tlus an aesthetic judgm~t is synthetic in the 

sense of going beyond the concept of an object, and it is a 

priori in the sense that it claims universal validity of 

pleasure, that it demands the agreement of all. 'Ibis :i,s, 

definitely a new s.ense of •synthetic a priori• • 

• 
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